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Lesson 6- The Rules Of 

We must recite 100 Brachot each day.
A Bracha must include G-d’s name and a reference to G-d’s hegemony.
One may not change the wording of the Bracha ending.

4. The theme of all the Brachos must be recited in their concluding Bracha.
5. The theme of the Bracha as represented in its concluding Bracha must be
referred to just before the concluding Bracha.
6. The theme of the Bracha must be stated at the opening and closing of the
Bracha.
7. The concluding Bracha may not refer to more than one theme.

Source 1

Translation:  In the Jerusalem Talmud we learned: it was taught in the name of Rabbi Mayer; there is no
Jew who does not fulfill one hundred Mitzvos each day, as it was written: Now Israel, what does G-d your
G-d ask of you? Do not read the verse as providing for the word: “what” (Mah); instead read it as
including the word: “one hundred” (Mai’Eh).  King David established the practice of reciting one hundred
Brachos each day when the residents of Jerusalem informed him that one hundred Jews were dying everyday,
It appears that the practice was forgotten until our Sages at the time of the Mishna and at the time of the
Gemara re-established it. 

Source 2

Translation: It was stated above: Rav said that any Bracha in which the Divine Name is not mentioned is
no Bracha.  R. Johanan, however, said: Any Bracha in which G-d's kingship is not mentioned is no
Bracha. Abaye said: The opinion of Rav is the more probable.  For it has been taught: I have not
transgressed any of Your commandments, neither have I forgotten.  This means: ‘I have not transgressed’ so
as not to bless You, ‘neither have I forgotten’ to mention Your name therein. Of sovereignty, however, there 
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is no mention here. R. Johanan, however, reads: ‘Neither have I forgotten’ to mention Your name and Your
sovereignty therein.

Source 3

Translation: R. Jose says: If one alters the formula laid down by the Sages in Brachot, he has not performed
his obligation’.

Source 4

Translation:  The theme of all the Brachos must be recited in its ending Bracha.  We are not permitted to
recite a verse as a closing Bracha1.

Source 5

Translation:  All the Brachot follow their concluding words.  This means that the main part of a Bracga is
the concluding formula; whatever you are requresting or praying for or acknowledging must be referred to in
the conclusing words of the Bracha.

Source 6

Translation: And Rab Judah said Samuel's name: He who recites Havdalah must say something in the
nature of the conclusion near to its conclusion. While the Pumbeditheans maintain: He must say something
about the theme of the Bracha at the commencement of the Bracha just as he does before its conclusion.

Source 7

Translation: Our Rabbis taught: How does one conclude the Bracha of the building of Jerusalem in Birkas
Hamazone?  R. Jose son of R. Judah says: Saviour of Israel. ‘Saviour of Israel’ and not ‘Builder of
Jerusalem’? Say rather, ‘Saviour of Israel’ also. Rabbah b. Bar Hanah was once at the house of the
Exilarch.  He mentioned one theme at the beginning of the third blessing and both at the end.  R. Hisda
said: Is it better to conclude with a Bracha that presents two themes?  Has it not been taught: Rabbi says
that we do not conclude with a Bracha that presents two themes.

1. This rule is a rule whose exact application has been forgotten.  Several theories abound as to what the rule represents. 
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Source 8
Those who followed Minhag Eretz Yisroel did not accept the rule that a concluding Bracha
may present only one theme as can be seen by the following two concluding Brachos as
found in Shemona Esrei according to Minhag Eretz Yisroel:

The Bracha ending reads as follows: .
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